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Buildings walls versus building cathedrals
By: Sally Church, PhD @MaverickNY
It seems oddly surreal of my photo editor to remind me that on this day in the past we
were in Barcelona for some conference or other and this year's EORTC-NCI-AACR
Molecular Targets meeting (aka the Triple in industry parlance) was cancelled in Spain in
favour of a virtual meeting, thanks to the ongoing pandemic.
There is no doubt thinking big in cancer research is vitally important, but sometimes we
have to consider the difference between building cathedrals for the long-term rather
than building simple walls as short-term fixes. Here we consider some examples in the
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context of oncology drug development and also open the monthly October BSB
mailbag...
It’s time for a thoughtful piece covering BSB reader questions accompanied by some
additional highlights on various topics from the EORTC-NCI-AACR (Triple) meeting —
there's more to come on other emerging targets too, but for now let's take a look at
more information on the RAS/RAF MAPK pathway since these dominated the questions
sent in…

BSB Reader Questions
First off, over the last week we’ve received a bunch of questions from folks – many on
the MAPK pathway, and RAS in particular. With the Triple meeting last weekend, it’s a
good time to offer answers. I’ve combined the gist of some of them since they are
essentially the same question using different words:
• Do you believe the media hype that Mirati’s G12C inhibitor is better than
Amgen’s?
• Does the lack of complete responses to the KRAS inhibitors bother you?
• You seem excited about Mirati’s G12D inhibitor, why is that?
• The SHP2 data from Revolution Medicine this weekend looked poorly tolerated
yet Mirati showed a case study with the Novartis SHP2 which looked more
encouraging. Thoughts?
• Does the Boehringer SOS1 inhibitor block all RAS mutations including HRAS?
What do you think of this pan strategy?
• What did you think of the Kura data with PI3K – is this a positive or negative?
There were also questions relating to who might buy Mirati and whether it would be a
good idea or not, which I have excluded since we write exclusively about science and
clinical development, not the finance side of things or the business of stocks. Sorry folks,
there are plenty of other outlets who specialise on the speculative finance aspects —
here we are entirely data driven, I'm afraid.

KRAS Updates
Moving on, those topics selected are very timely questions and relatively
straightforward ones to answer because it is important to remember there is much
more to the RAS pathway than just KRAS G12C – there are also a multitude of different
flavours of selective mutations such as G12D, G12A, G12V, G13D etc as well as NRAS
and HRAS to think about.
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Dr Darryl McConnell (SVP and cancer research site head at Boehringer) is not only a
discovery scientist and drug hunter, but also a budding artist. He encapsulated the KRAS
subsets (the beating heart of cancer) rather nicely in his graphical cartoon.
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You can immediately see the largest two pieces of KRAS pie account for half of the
mutations for G12D (28%) and G12V (22%).
What we learn from the results so far with the G12C inhibitors is they offer us is a
glimpse of what might be possible in the context of a raft of covalent inhibitors against
some of the other mutations rolling out of future pipelines, as scientists find additional
vulnerabilities in these targets as well.
A couple of thoughtful talks over the weekend from Drs Kevan Shokat (UCSF) and
Mariano Barbieri (CNIO) reminded me of how just far we have come with this target
over the last couple of decades, from looking at RAS/RAF oncogenes to seeing
opportunities with more select mutations which have evolved in the metastatic cancers.
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What can we learn from transcription signatures?
In separate talks, Drs Sophie de Carné Trecesson and Philip East from the Francis Crick
Institute in London presented research on the stratification of lung adenocarcinoma
(LUAD) using their RAS84 transcriptional signature and explored how this impacted both
chemotherapy resistance and also immune evasion in lung cancer.
They analysed a huge collection of hundreds of human tumour samples with
information on which genes are mutated and which genes are active inside the tumours.
Dr East demonstrated how the RAS84 signature classifies LUAD in 5 groups (RAGs), one
of them with low RAS84 expression excludes KRAS mutants. The other 4 are enriched
with KRAS mutations, and each group is associated with other specific genomic
alterations and mutations such as TP53, STK11, CDKN2Adel or no co-alteration. He
reported RAG–3 (KP) and RAG–4 (KC) were associated with poor prognosis, whilst the
KRAS mutational status is not. In other words, the RAS84 signature can predict response
to several drugs targeting the MAPK pathway in vitro (including MEKi trametinib and
selumetinib), as well as predict resistance to chemotherapy agents.
Dr de Carné Trecesson highlighted how the same subsets of LUAD (RAG–3 and RAG–4)
are primed for anti-tumoural immune responses, whereas others were not. Her talk
mainly focused on looking at how RAS promotes immune evasion in the New Targets in
IO poster discussion session.
Putting these two presentations together, the next step for the Crick group is the
validation of resistance to therapy of RAG–3 and RAG–4 patients and the translation of
the RAS84 signature to a working diagnostic assay, which can then be used in the clinic
with patients.

KRAS vaccines - where are we?
A third member of the Crick, Dr Rachel Ambler presented a clinical path forward with
their KRAS based vaccines. They developed a series of vaccines to evaluate which ones
were able to mount a robust immune response against KRAS mutations.
The vaccines were made up of two main parts joined together – one element being a
fragment of the protein produced by cancer cells with a mutated KRAS gene with the
other being an antibody (anti-DNGR–1) designed to prime the dendritic cells for the
antigen targets. Essentially this creates antibody conjugated oligomer peptides covering
three of the most common KRAS point mutations, G12V, G12C, and G12D. It reminds me
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of the work we heard from Dr Jeffrey Rothman at ESMO19 – see interview explaining his
fascinating work on PNA conjugated peptides.
The Crick experimental vaccine was evaluated on both a) mice who already had lung
tumours and b) mice who were induced to grow tumours.
The first enabled them to look at whether they were responding to the vaccine and
inducing tumour shrinkage, whereas in the second situation they evaluated if the
vaccine, when given prophylactically, could induce immune memory to prevent the
tumours from growing.
So what happened?
In the mice with tumours, the majority (65%) treated with the vaccine were alive after
75 days, compared to 15% of mice in the control group who did not receive the vaccine.
In mice treated to induce tumours, nearly half (40%) of those vaccinated remained
tumour-free after 150 days, compared to only 5% of unvaccinated mice (admittedly
numbers were thin here as it was only one mouse). In the vaccinated mice, the
appearance of tumours was delayed by an average of approx. 40 days.
In other words, they have preliminary evidence the vaccine was able to slow the growth
of cancers in mice and when used as a preventative measure, no cancers grew for quite
a long period of time and in some cases, the cancers never developed.
They conducted some immune profiling and observed “tumour TILs were dominated by
CD8+ T cell populations, which possessed KRAS G12V specificity and cancer cell killing
potential ex vivo.”
Comment: These preclinical findings are preliminary, even in mice, yet they do offer us
some hope a therapeutic vaccine targeting KRAS mutations may be possible in the
future, although there is much work yet to be done and there is no guarantee these
results will translate to humans with much more complex and heterogeneous tumours.
We do know from Dr Steven Rosenberg’s lab that KRAS is one of the few mutations able
to consistently generate tumour-specific neoantigens and an immune response in
patients, so we shall have to see what happens with their project. This work is relevant
to Rothman’s work on KRAS oligonucleotide conjugates (funded by Fortress Biotech), as
well as Moderna’s KRAS vaccine (mRNA-5671). The first is currently in preclinical
development, while the latter is being evaluated in a phase 1 trial in combination with
pembrolizumab.
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New selective KRAS G12C and pan-RAF inhibitors from Genentech
As two doors close on different selective inhibitors, yet another one arrived in the clinic
this summer… I've been waiting for this one to move into the clinic after hearing it was
coming soon at AACR20.
Dr Shiva Malek (senior director and principal scientist, Discovery Oncology at
Genentech) gave a nifty preclinical presentation yesterday on a couple of early stage
Genentech molecules including GDC–6036 (KRAS G12C), plus targeting pan RAF with
belvarafenib (formerly HM95573 from Hamni).
Her short talk was entitled “Perspective on novel approaches to drugging RAS pathway.”
Of relevance here, GDC–6036 is a highly potent inhibitor with a median IC50 of 0.18nM
and a selectivity over WT of 16,000x, making it a highly potent and selective inhibitor of
G12C.
What we didn't see was equally as interesting as what we did see — I'll come back to
this in a moment.
Belvarafenib, meanwhile, is Roche/Genentech's next generation pan-RAF kinase
inhibitor beyond vemurafenib with IC50 values of 41 nM, 7 nM and 2 nM for BRAF WT,
BRAFV600E and CRAF kinases, respectively. In particular, they observed synergy with the
MEKi, cobimetinib, in an NRASmt melanoma model.
They have a paper in review at present so hopefully the extended data will be published
soon and I’ll circle back and add in the reference and any additional information of
interest.
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Comment: A key thing to note here is that having the most potent preclinical G12C
molecule doesn’t necessarily translate into the most effective agent in the clinic – given
the challenges with toxicities already experienced with this class by several companies,
there are no guarantees the relevant structure and various design properties are most
optimal because many factors are important, not just potency. Tolerability is crucial in
human studies and can impact efficacy. There are also additional critical issues such the
impact of half-life, for example, where too short requires inconvenient multi-daily
dosing, while too long complicates PK/PD factors for dosing/scheduling in combinations
with other therapies, as we have seen with the MEK inhibitor, trametinib.
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SOS1::KRAS combinations
Dr Marco Hoffman (Boehringer) presented a series of preclinical experiments where
they explored their pan SOS1::KRAS inhibitors in combination with either selective
KRASG12C or MEK inhibitors. The first is upstream of KRAS, while MEK is a downstream
target.
Just to confuse observers, Boehringer have a clinical grade agent, BI 1701963, in phase 1
development as well as a tool compound, BI–3406, which they often use as a
comparator in preclinical experiments. Both are orally bioavailable small molecules
designed to bind to the catalytic domain of SOS1, thereby preventing the interaction
with GDP-loaded KRAS:
“SOS1::KRAS inhibitors exhibit activity on a broad spectrum of KRAS alleles,
including all major G12D/V/C and G13D oncoproteins, while sparing the
interaction of KRAS with SOS2. This increases the targetable patient population
beyond tumors with a KRAS G12C mutation.”
The Son of Sevenless inhibition induced by BI 1701963 is thus selective to SOS1 and not
SOS2, which is important because SOS2 is believed to induce unwanted side effects.
The basic concept behind Boehringer’s approach is quite different from the selective
KRASG12C inhibitors. With the latter, the agents bind covalently to G12C mutant KRAS
GDP and represses KRAS activation. In contrast, a SOS1::pan KRAS inhibitor shifts the
equilibrium from KRAS(on) towards KRAS(off).
Most of the data slides had do not post on them, so I’ll quickly summarise the main
findings instead…
When they looked at the RAS(on/off) activity in NSCLC KRAS G12C models, the pERK
activity was suppressed more with single agent AMG 510 compared with the tool
compound as we might expect, but combining the two together resulted in even greater
suppressive activity. They then looked at activity in NSCLC and CRC CDX and PDX models
with BI 1701963 plus AMG 510, and again, found the dual approach led to greater
tumour stasis or regressions in both tumour types.
Overall then, in PDX models Hoffman reported they found the doublet combination was
able to delay compensatory feedback resistance mechanisms and demonstrate more
durable responses than either agent alone.
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Perhaps not surprisingly (and possibly as a result of this work), Boehringer and Mirati
announced a new clinical collaboration last month to evaluate BI 1701963 plus
adagrasib in combination in KRASG12C tumours.
Boehringer currently have a phase 1 trial ongoing with the MEK inhibitor, trametinib,
and are now seeking to conduct another trial with a more upstream target.
Comment: Although not discussed in the Triple presentation, I believe the Boehringer
molecule may have additional potential in various combination strategies. For example,
SOS1 has been shown to induce osimertinib resistance in some cases and may also turn
out to be an important new therapeutic target in uveal melanoma given its marked
upregulation. I would even go as far to estimate or expect they will see better results
when combining BI 1701963 with adagrasib than trametinib because the latter is
noticeably less well tolerated and dose interruptions nearly always have a negative
impact on efficacy. Targeting the G12C driver is also more likely to lead to sustained
regressions and enhanced durability.

HRAS Updates
Kura had a couple of well thought out preclinical posters exploring tipifarnib in the
context of HRAS cancers.
While much of the initial work on tipifarnib has looked at SCCHN, let’s not forget there
are also quite a few other HRAS mutated tumour types, as the Bokeh plot (right) from
AACR’s Project Genie amply demonstrates.
Another area of interest is figuring out future combination partners, which have a strong
scientific rationale for delaying or preventing resistance evolving over time.
Abstract # 159
Dr Francis Burrows and co-workers at Kura explored “Antitumor activity of tipifarnib and
PI3K pathway inhibitors in HRAS-associated head and neck squamous cell carcinoma”:
“PIK3CA is the most commonly dysregulated oncogene in HNSCC and the HRASMAPK and PI3K pathways are interdependent in SCCs. HRAS requires PI3Kα to
transform squamous epithelial cells and helicase domain PIK3CA mutants must
bind RAS to cause cancer. HRAS and PIK3CA gene expression are negatively
correlated in the TCGA cohort. Overexpression of mutant or WT HRAS drives
resistance to PI3K inhibition in PIK3CA-mutant HNSCC cells.”
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Since both HRAS and PI3K contribute to growth of transformed squamous cell
carcinomas, this creates a potential opportunity for a rational combination with
tipifarnib:
“Alpelisib (Piqray) is a potent and selective inhibitor of PI3Kα that was recently
approved for treatment of PIK3CA-mutant, HR-positive breast cancer in
combination with fulvestrant and alpelisib is in clinical development in HNSCC.”
There were two main findings from this work:
• Tipifarnib enhances the activity of alpelisib in PIK3CA-mutant and HRAS-mutant
HNSCC PDX models
• Tipifarnib enhances the activity of alpelisib in PIK3CA-amplified and HRAS-wt
overexpressing HNSCC PDX models
In a quick discussion with Kura CEO, Troy Wilson, I was surprised at the degree of
overlap and had not realised PIK3CA mutations were as common in SCCHN…
“Given the very ways in which the two oncoproteins are dysregulated, there’s a
potentially significant patient population.”
He’s quite right – when you look at the PIK3CA Bokeh plot from Project Genie you can
see a different order of incidence, but quite a bit of overlap with HRAS mutations. Each
of the small combined subsets can add up to quite a few patients across multiple
tumour types, never mind SCCHN. According to the company press releases:
“It is estimated that up to 20% of HNSCC patients have tumors that overexpress
HRAS, and an additional 35% have PIK3CA-dependent tumors. Although the
precise overlap between the HRAS overexpressed and PI3K-dysregulated HNSCC
populations is still being evaluated, the Company believes that the total
addressable population for tipifarnib may be as high as 50% of HNSCC.”
I do think the 50% estimate might be a tad high if you consider the overlap portion of
HRAS with PIK3CA in terms of a combination approach isn’t going to be the same as
simply adding the totals of the two targets together, but you quickly get the idea of how
this might work in practice.
There was an old paper published where PIK3CA was in the order of 11% in SCCHN, but
these were just missense mutations calculated in a small sample size from a single
institution before the days of large datasets such as Project Genie emerged.
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In the AACR dataset, we learn the most common alterations in PIK3CA are PIK3CA
mutations (18.16%), PIK3CA H1047R (4.31%), PIK3CA E545K (3.74%), PIK3CA E542K
(2.33%), and PIK3CA Amplification (0.86%).
Meanwhile, the TCGA dataset in SCCHN was published in 2015 and gives the HRAS
oncogene presence at 5–8% depending on the HPV- subset, while PIK3CA mutations at
came in at 34% in HPV- and 56% in HPV+ tumours, for example.
But wait, if there is cross-talk between HRAS and PI3Kα in SCCHN, are there other
squamous cell carcinomas such as lung where this relationship (and opportunity) might
also apply?
“Yes, we see the potential for HRAS overexpression in lung squamous and
urothelial carcinomas as well. Interestingly, those are two other tumor types
where you see PIK3CA mutations. In addition, we have observed resistance to
tipifarnib monotherapy in HRAS mutant HNSCC arising from PIK3CA mutations
and/or amplifications, so that gives us greater confidence there’s a connection.”
Comment: This is an intriguing development and with a phase 1/2 proof of concept
clinical trial starting next summer, we eagerly look forward to seeing what happens in
patients in advanced or unresectable relapsed/refractory SCCHN harbouring PIK3CA
mutations or amplifications and/or HRAS overexpression. I like the idea of rational
combos such as the one proposed by Kura because we’re looking at cases in squamous
cell carcinomas where the two are dysregulated together, thereby increasing chances of
clinical success.
Abstract # 168
Meanwhile Dr Patience Obasaju and colleagues at Johns Hopkins evaluated tipifarnib in
HRAS sarcomas, “Inhibition of farnesyl transferase by tipifarnib leads to cell growth
inhibition in HRAS-mutated human rhabdomyosarcoma.”
Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) is a rare type of soft tissue cancer and often seen in children
because the rhabdomyoblasts are found in developing embryos. As the name suggests,
it forms in skeletal muscle tissue – often in the head and neck area – or sometimes in
hollow organs such as the bladder or uterus.
Given the success of the agent in HRAS mutated SCCHN, the Johns Hopkins researchers
were curious to evaluate tipifarnib in models of pediatric RMS with HRAS mutations.
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They determined that tipifarnib decreased growth in a dose dependent manner in HRAS
mutated RMS cell lines by impacting signalling activity:
“Tipifarnib decreases MAPK signaling in HRAS mutated human RMS cell lines and
decreases tumor growth in HRAS mutated RMS xenografts. These results suggest
that tipifarnib may be a therapeutic approach in the treatment of patients with
rhabdomyosarcoma harboring oncogenic mutations in HRAS.”
Comment: These results were encouraging although we should not expect to see a
company run trial in this subset anytime soon since RMS has a prevalence of less than
500 cases a year in the US – there are less than 10 in Project Genie above. This is the
kind of trial which can be quickly and efficiently conducted under the auspices of SARC
cooperative group (by simply giving access to drug and let them get on with it), since
they coordinate efforts across multiple specialist centres in the US. A lot of the rare GIST
trials were conducted via this group. As with many sarcomas, standard treatment
usually involves surgery, chemotherapy and radiation, although there are no targeted
therapies approved for this condition. I would be intrigued to see if the sarcoma
patients turn out to be exquisitely sensitive to HRAS intervention.

And Finally – a quick Q&A recap for mailbag answers on a postcard
Alright then based on the available evidence, here are my pithy answers…
1. Do you believe the media hype that Mirati’s G12C inhibitor is better than Amgen’s?
No, there’s no comparative head-to-head data available, which would give us an idea in
a controlled manner. It’s also far to early to tell with such short follow-up available.
We should wait until the end of phase 2 trials at the RP2D to get a more robust idea of
the monotherapy data. I always remind people of the old multi-kinase TKI battle
between sorafenib vs. sunitinib in RCC where the phase 1 and initial phase 2 data
appeared to slightly favour sorafenib and look how those predictions turned out
commercially come the phase 3 readouts!
The real battle in the G12C setting is going to be in finding and optimising the
combination strategy, I can’t emphasise this enough. Of the two, Mirati might be slightly
better placed in terms of combo partners for now, but we will have to wait and see
what happens going forwards.
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2. Does the lack of complete responses to the KRAS inhibitors bother you?
Personally, no. We have to remember KRAS was long considered an ‘undruggable’
target until a couple of years ago and we’ve come a long way since then with the
current generation of selective inhibitors!
Given how aggressive KRAS driven tumours are and the generally poor prognosis they
infer, I have always thought we would be lucky to see much in the way of objective
responses at all, never mind CRs.
Stop and think for a moment… it was literally at AACR last year where we saw the first
preclinical data and chemical structure for AMG 510 in a presentation by Dr Brian
Lanman (Amgen) – the title slide was one of the few with ‘do not post’ on them:

Source: Dr Lanman at AACR19
Now of interest to this discussion, at that very AACR meeting I did some kitchen sink
research and canvassed a bunch of pharma clinical development folks as well as
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academic thought leaders for their expectations of what would they expect or hope to
happen with monotherapy with this class of agents (G12C inhibitors).
A mere eighteen months later it’s rather amusing to find – and share those notes now –
to give some context for industry expectations:
• ORR 30–35% was considered the upper limit for phase 1
• ORR 25–30% for robust phase 2 at RP2D in pretreated G12C lung cancer pats
(plus much lower for CRC and PDAC)
• Few, if any CRs were anticipated
• Durability of 6 months or less
• General consensus was for an ORR of 35–40%+ with future rational combos
I’d say the results thus far are mostly in line with expectations (no CRs), with initial
response rates perhaps slightly higher in phase 2 of what was expected/hoped for.
Now remember — this is industry and KOLs experienced with early drug development
— not analysts or finance folks. The latter seem to have had much more unrealistic
expectations and perhaps forgot the old adage where solid tumours are generally far
more complex and heterogeneous than hematologic malignancies, including the
presence of a more hostile TME.
We wouldn’t expect 80–100% response rates in previously treated AML or MDS, for
example, so why would it be anticipated in 2L+ lung cancer patients with a history of
smoking damage?
3. You seem excited about Mirati’s G12D inhibitor – why is that?
Yes! Simply put, G12D a bigger pie than G12C (28% vs. 15%) plus it affects primarily
colon (12%), pancreatic (36%), and endometrial (6%) cancers much more than G12C
does (the prevalence in lung is much smaller < 5%), so the idea is that by using another
selective inhibitor of KRAS we can extend responses and improve outcomes in this very
difficult to treat population. If all goes as well as the results with G12C, then I think
G21D will be a very cool and welcome target development in the clinical community.
I will politely caution everyone to be mindful that combinations are highly likely to be
needed in this setting, especially given the more complex biology in CRC and PDAC.
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4. The SHP2 data from Revolution Medicine this weekend looked poorly tolerated yet
Mirati showed a case study with the Novartis SHP2 which looked more encouraging.
Thoughts?
I think the best way to characterise the initial SHP2 data so far would be to say it
depends entirely on the combination partner.
The safety results we saw this weekend in the Revolution Medicine trial were so very
classic of what we know of the MEK inhibitors – these agents are poorly tolerated and
often require dose interruptions. Furthermore, when the SHP2 inhibitor was added to
cobimetinib, it did not appear to be adding additional efficacy in CRC. I don't think this
combo will get very far at all as a doublet.
The Mirati/Novartis case study (below) was much more interesting - here they were
combining their selective G12C inhibitor (adagrasib) with the SHP2i, TNO-155, with
much better tolerability observed (grade 1 diarrhea) without direct MEK/ERK inhibition
involved, so we learn quite a bit from the two company examples, albeit in small
numbers.
Just look at the tumour shrinkage in a patient who relapsed on multiple therapies,
including Amgen's sotorasib and the Revolution SHP2/cobi doublet:

Source: Mirati investor event at EORTC-NCI-AACR – presentation available for download
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In short, there’s clearly a world of difference in SHP2 plus MEKi versus SHP2 plus
KRASG12C.
My expectations have always been very much in favour of the latter approach over the
former combination and early signs are now emerging to suggest this is a more feasible
(and better tolerated) regimen to consider going forward.
5. Does the Boehringer SOS1 inhibitor block all RAS mutations including HRAS? What
do you think of this pan strategy?
Early research from Boehringer scientists (confirmed by Dr Marco Hoffman) found the
SOS1::RAS(on) inhibitor able to target pan KRAS mutations i.e. G12C, G12D etc – but not
pan RAS mutations.
BI 1701963 is therefore not expected to have any clinical activity against NRAS or HRAS
mutations based on the preclinical research they conducted.
6. What did you think of the Kura data with PI3K – is this a positive or negative?
This is one I originally planned to cover today, so the question is both timely and
relevant. I think this is a big positive with a larger upside than many observers may
realise.
Resistance to any drug given as monotherapy is a given, so much better to figure out
how to address this issue early. In the case of SCCHN, it appears the HRAS and PI3K
pathways are complimentary, each providing compensatory mechanisms of resistance
to single agent inhibition of the other. Targeting both together has the potential to lead
to delaying of the onset of resistance and improvement in clinical outcomes. If you look
carefully at the two Bokeh plots for HRAS and PIK3CA mutations, you will notice there is
a fair bit of overlap in terms of the tumour types involved.
Circling back to the theme of today's post — monotherapy trials are quick readouts
designed to evaluate single agent activity and tolerability akin to building walls, while
smart companies know the future is in finding rational combinations, which take more
time and patience akin to building a cathedral of dreams. Hopefully, none of the
companies in this niche will need as long as poor Gaudi did to recognise the full
potential of their pipeline agents...
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